Proto®’s Safety Obsessed Training Program
Proto® Industrial Tools are among the safest available, thanks to innovative designs,
high-quality materials, and precision manufacturing. However, even the best tools
require regular inspection, maintenance, and proper use, which is why a growing
number of companies are turning to Proto®’s Safety Obsessed Training Program to
promote workplace safety.
The program includes an onsite seminar and accompanying DVD – available in
English, Spanish and French – that presents the latest information on safe and
responsible tool use for professionals who handle industrial tools. The program
helps users identify when tools become worn or damaged and need to be replaced,
as well as identifying specific tools and procedures that can improve site safety.
Running as short as a half hour, the program can be customized to focus on specific
safety concerns pertaining to your facility.

“ MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE.

SAFETY FIRST.

The video’s concise and easy-to-follow segments include safety basics, sockets
and drive tools, wrenches, screwdrivers, striking and struck tools, cutting tools,
gear pullers and c-clamps, torque wrenches, and maintenance and storage. Each
segment provides a refresher on the proper use of hand tools and general tool
knowledge for that product category. The objective is to raise safety awareness and
empower workers to identify potentially hazardous situations, offer safe alternatives,
and minimize the chance of injuries.
For more information about the Proto® Safety Obsessed Training Program,
please contact your Proto® representative.
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EVERY TIME.

NO EXCUSES.”
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SAFETY OBSESSED: A PROTO® SAFETY SEMINAR
Proto® has developed a hand tools safety seminar for presentation at company
and industrial sites, focusing on tool safety awareness and what each worker
can do to help keep themselves efficient and safe.
This seminar is available upon request to your Proto® representative and
features a refresher course on core safety techniques and handling tips for hand
tools in industrial environments.
The seminar can be customized to meet the individual safety needs of a specific
site or company.
The seminar covers:
>> Hands-on demonstration of key tool categories.
>> Pointers for choosing the right tool for the job.
>> How to check tools for wear and damage.
>> Recommendations for workplace safety.
>> Examples of tool safety features.

“ A PROTO

®

SAFET Y SEMINAR

Safety

The seminar, presented by Proto® at your request, includes:
>>18-minute safety video
>> PowerPoint presentation
>> Safety posters
>> Safety stickers
>> Hard hat stickers
>> Quiz and supporting materials
>> Certificate of completion
The Proto® Safety Obsessed Seminar can be
expanded to include a Tool Safety Audit.
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ONSITE SEMINAR WITH ACCOMPANYING DVD

POWERPOINT PRESENTATION AND CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION

This certificate confirms that

COMPLETED THE PROTO SAFETY SEMINAR AND IS

SAFETY OBSESSED

Instructor

Date of Completion

Obsessed”
SAFETY POSTERS AND STICKERS
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